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Summary
Two finite simplicial complexes have the same simple homotopy type if and only
if, when they are embedded in euclidean space of high dimension, their closed
regular neighborhoods are piecewise-linearly homeomorphic. This notion, finer than
homotopy type, was analysed by J. H. C. WHITEHEAD 19J, [Iu], [11]. There is a
natural extension of this notion to locally finite complexes, which is here analysed
with the help of results of Whitehead and C. T. C. Wall.
§ 1. This article describes my efforts to extend .J. H. C. WHlT~;H~~AD'S
theory of simple homotopy types [9] [10] [11] from finite complexes to
locally finite complexes. Such an extension will certainly be necessary in
any program to classify all manifolds (smooth, piecewise linear, or topo-
logical) having a given noncompact proper homotopy type.
The very algebraic approach to simple types exemplified by :MILNOlt [4]
cannot be extended directly. However WHITEHEAD'S original geometric
treatment [9] can 1). So, to begin, I will describe it in a novel way that
will make generalization straightforward.
An inclusion 2) of finite (unordered) simplicial complexes i: X 4 Y such
that Y -i(X) consists of exactly two open simplices, one a face of the
other, is called an elementaru (simplicial) expansion. It is a homotopy
equivalence of very good behaviour. For example, it is clear from defi-
nitions only that i induces isomorphisms of simplicially defined homology
groups, and preserves various torsion invariants. One of the chief motives
for introducing these expansions in the 1930's [2] [9] was to provide
combinatorial foundations for homotopy theory. The following obser-
vation ("') tends to justify this. Write C'fj'p for the category of finite sim-
plicial complexes and simplicial inclusions 3) and write 1: for the class of
1) WHITEHEAD himself suggested certain analogues of simple type for infinite
complexes [9, §§ 14, 15] [11, § 18] but unfortunately they all make homotopy
equivalent finite complexes simply equivalent.
2) This will mean that i gives an isomorphism with a subcomplox i(X) C Y,
but not that X C Y.
3) One could allow all simplicial maps in rep at the expense of complicating the
axioms (a) and (b) below.
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those morphisms of 'G'p that are finite compositions of elementary ex-
pansions. They are called expansions .
(*) The localization I6"p(E-1) of the category I6"F at E is naturally isomorphic
to the category of finite simplicial complexes and homotopy classes of
continuous maps.
[Recall localization of categories. Given any family of morphisms E in
a category 16" one can construct a functor () : 16" -+ I6"(E-1) to a category
'6'(E-1) which enjoys the following universal property: If gJ: '6' -+ ~ is any
functor that maps E into the isomorphisms of ~, then gJ factors uniquely
through '6'(E-1). Note that 0 is necessarily bijective on objects, and that
'G'(E-1) is generated by the morphisms e(f) , f E '6' together with e(s)-l,
s EE C '6'.] The observation (*) shows for example that simplicial homo-
logy is a homotopy invariant; not surprisingly it is verified using sim-
plicial approximation. A key lemma in the proof shows that if ik(x) = (x, k),
k=O, 1, defines i«: X -+ X x [0,1] where X x [0,1] has the standard sim-
plicial subdivision, then O(io)= e(i1 ) . [Hint : io and ir lie in E. So if the
projection r: X x [0, 1] -+ X were in '6'F the proof would be trivial: O(iO)- l =
=O(r)=O(ir}-l. It is not ; prove the lemma first for [0, 1]' (with three not
two vertices) in place of [0, 1].]
Elementary expansions determine the notion of simp le homotopy type
[2] [9] as follows. A homotopy equivalence f: X -+ Y between finite sim-
plicial complexes is called a simple homotopy equivalence if there exists a
finite sequence of maps X = Xl -+ X 2 -+ ... -+ X n = Y, each an expansion
or a homotopy inverse of one, such that the composition is homotopic
to f. This is not a refinement of ordinary homotopy theory as it does not
arise from a notion of simple homotopy of maps. Instead, it can be
formalized as follows . Let 0 : '6' -+ '6'(E-1) be the localization of a category
'6' at a family E of morphisms. For convenience assume E closed under
composition. A priori, we know that '6'(E-1) contains the isomorphisms
O(E) and their inverses together with the images of the isomorphisms of '6'.
These generate a subcategory {E, E-1} that we call the simple isomorphisms
of 'i?(E-1). Interestingly, these simple isomorphisms often do not comprise
all the isomorphisms of 1&'(E-1). The simple isomorphism problem for 'G'(E-1)
is that of examining all isomorp hisms of 1&'(E-1) modulo those in {E, E-1}.
For this, it is convenient to introduce the family 9"(X) of simple structures
on each object X of 1&'. An element of 9"(X) is represented by an isomor-
phism f: X -+ Y of '6'(E-1) ; another [": X -+ Y' represents the same
element, written [f]= [f'] , iff there exists s: Y -+ Y' in {E , E-1} such that
sf = [ ', In the case of 'G'F, 9" is, in a natural way, a functor 9": 1&'(E-1) -+
-+ {abelian groups}. This occurs, more generally, provided each 9"(X) is
a set and the following two axioms hold :
(a) If two morphisms f, /': X -+ Y in '6' give the same isomorphism e(f) =
=()(f') in I6"(E-1), there exist s, s' : Y -+ Z in E such that sf = s']',
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(b) Two morphiems I: X --+ Y and g: X --+ Z 01 qj always have an
injective limit in qj (called an amalgamated sum or pushout)
g'
Y-- lim (f, g)
---'>-
II if'
I I
X--·----'>- Z
g
and il lEE, then f' E E.
When lEE, (b) yields ()(g)()(f)-l = ()(f')-l()(g'). Since qj(E-l) is generated
by ()(qj) and ()(s)-l, sEE, it follows that for any h: X --+ W in qj(E-l)
there exist s : W --+ Z in E and g: X --+ Z in qj such that h=()(S)-l()(g).
In particular, [h] = [()(g)] when defined. I shall ojten. write [g] for [()(g)].
With the notation of (b) the addition in Y(X) is [f]+[g]=[f'g]=[g'f],
defined whenever ()(f), ()(g) are isomorphisms; as for functoriality of Y,
1*: Y(X) --+ Y(Y) is given by f*[g] = [g'] whenever ()(g) (and hence G(g'))
is an isomorphism. A basic property of Y is this: If I: X --+ Y, g: Y --+ Z
are isomorphisms of qj(E-l), then in Y( Y)
(1.1) f*[gf] = f*[f] + [g]
Thus to represent - [g] given g one chooses I inverse to g in qj(E-l)
to get -[g]=I*[f].
§ 2. Now the extension to locally finite complexes. Let qj be the
category of countable, locally finite, simplicial 1) complexes and simplicial
inclusions. Let E be the family of morphisms of rtf generated from isomor-
phisms and finite elementary expansions by the following three operations
in qj:
(1) disjoint union, i.e. if X" c: Y" is in E for each iX in an index set A,
then the disjoint union II {X,,!iX E A} c: II {Y"liX E A} is also in E.
(2) pushout, i.e. if X = Y u Z, and Y n Z c: Y is in E, then Z c: X is
also in E.
(3) finite composition.
Extending (*) in § 1, one can show that
(**) qj(E-l) is the category 01 locally finite complexes and proper 2) homotopy
classes 01 proper 2) continuous maps.
The axioms (a), (b) of § 1 are verified making Y a functor qj(E-l) --+
--+ {abelian groups}. Since En qjF is just the class of finite compositions
of elementary expansions, Y does extend the functor Yon qjF(E-l) of § 1.
1) Alternatively one can use C.W. complexes cf. [11].
2) A continuous map is proper if the preimage of each compactum is compact.
32 Indagationes
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Simple isomorphisms in the formal sense of § 1 are now called simple
homotopy equivalences. Simple homotopy type has a geometrical meaning:
two complexes of finite dimension have the same simple homotopy type
iff, when embedded in euclidean space of high dimension, they have
piecewise linearly homeomorphic (closed) regular neighborhoods. Had we
chosen to allow only complexes of finite dimension in ~, WHITEHEAD'S
proof for finite complexes [9] would carryover (cf. [1]). In any case this
fact is a corollary of the s-cobordism theorem of § 4 below (See also
Remark in § 5.)
Some basic properties of .'7, well known for finite complexes, can be
established formally for infinite complexes. Let [: Y C X be an inclusion
of ~ that is an equivalence (= proper homotopy equivalence).
(i) SUM FORMULA: Suppose (X, Y) is a union (Xl, YI ) U (Xz, Y z)
with intersection (Xo, Yo) and It: Y i C Xi are equivalences. Then, in .'7( Y),
[f]=gl*[/l]+gZ*[f2]-gO*[fo] where gi: r, C Y, i=O, 1,2.
To prove the sum formula let us make the convention that if i: B C A
is a proper homotopy equivalence and B C X by an inclusion j, then
[A, B] will denote j*[i] E .'7(X). Applying twice the basic formula (1.1)
we get
[X, Y]=[X, Y u XI]+[Y U Xl, Y]=[X2, Y 2 U XO]+[XI , YI ]
=[X2, Y2]-[Y2 u X o, Y2] + [X I , YI ]
=[XI , Y I]+[X2, Y 2]-[XO, Yo].
(ii) PRODUCT FORMULA: If Z is a connected finite complex, then
[lz x f] = x(Z)HfJ in .'7(Z x Y), where j: Y C Z x Y is j(y) = (zo, y) for fixed
Zo EZ.
Derive (ii) from (i) by an induction on the number of cells in Z.
(iii) TRANSFER FORMULA: If n: Y --+ Y is a k-sheeted regular covering,
lc-coo; with covering translations (Xl, (X2, ... , (Xk and J: Y C X covers t, then
the rule [f] 1--+ [1] gives a transfer homomorphism n*; .'7( Y) --+ .'7(Y) such
that, for x E .'7(Y),
The proof of (iii) is a pleasant chase of definitions. (Use the mapping
cylinder of n to define n*, or better, use the lemma on page 11.)
§ 3. In this section are defined two algebraic invariants (joo and .'
sufficient to decide whether a given proper homotopy equivalence is
simple. Two familiar functors from groups to abelian groups are used [4]:
the projective class group functor n 1--+ Ko(n) = the group of stable isomor-
phism classes of finitely generated projective left modules over the group n
(or over the integral group ring Z[n]); and the Whitehead functor n 1--+
1--+ Wh(n). Let K denote either. As K sends inner automorphisms to
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identity maps, K provides a functor Knl from spaces and (ordinary)
homotopy classes of continuous maps to abelian groups if we set
Knl (X)=EB {K(nl(X,,)) [X" C X a path component}
base points being irrelevant. For a complex X in ~ define KnIE(X) to
be the projective limit of the system
(t)={Km(X-O)IO a compactum in X}.
Define KnIE'(X) to be the (first) derived functor of projective limit
applied to (t). KnIE(X) is called the limit of Knl at the ends of X, while
KnIE'(X) is called the attenuation of Km. The latter is zero iff the system
(t) is equivalent to a system of surjections, i.e. is Mittag-Leffel'. Both
KnlE and KnIE' are functors ~(L'-l) --+ {abelian groups}.
The first invariant 1) is a homomorphism aeo: 9'(X) --+ KonIE(X). To
define it represent a given element of 9'(X) by an inclusion I: XC: W.
Consider subcomplexes W' of W that are cofinite (i.e. W - W' has compact
closure) and set X' = W' n X. The relative finiteness obstruction of WALL
[8] a(W', X') E Konl(W') is defined since W' is seen to be dominated
fixing X', by X' U 0 where 0 C W' is a finite complex. If WI' C W' is
also cofinite, a(WI', Xl') maps to a(W', X'). Hence the collection of all
such a(W', X') is an element of lim {Konl(W')!W' cofinite in W} roo.J
+-
roo.J KonIE(X). It is by definition (j00([1]). It is easily seen that (jeo is well
defined, additive and natural. Since a(W, X) = 0 in Konl(X), the compo-
sition of aeo with the map i. KonIE(X) --+ Konl(X) from inclusions is zero.
aeo is certainly not a complete invariant since KonIE(X) = 0 for compact X.
More generally aeo([I]) = 0 if I is in the family L'b ~ L' in ~ generated from
isomorphisms of infinite complexes and all homotopy equivalences X c: y
of finite complexes, by the operations disjoint union, pushout and finite
composition in § 2. Let 9'b(X) be the subgroup {[I] E 9'(X)11 E L'b}.
Goo - j -
THEOREM I) 0 --+ 9'b(X) --+ 9'(X) ----+KonIE(X) ----+Konl(X) is an exact
sequence 01 abelian groups lor each locally finite complex X. (cf. [6].)
It is perhaps worth mentioning that Uoo would become bijective if 9'
were constructed as in § 1 with, in place of L', the family in ~ generated
from the union of L'b and the inclusions {Y c: ZIZ finite}, by the two
operations pushout and finite composition. § 5 will clarify this.
THEOREM II) There is a natural exact sequence
Teo
WhnIE(X) --+ Whnl(X) --+ 9'b(X) ----+ WhnIE'(X) --+ O.
The maps will be defined presently. Choose a sequence of compacta
1) I first realized that (Jeo is a nontrivial invariant on considering infinite
cyclic converings of certain compact h-cobordisms. This prime example of 'in-
finite transfer' is explained in [20, § 4.5-4.8].
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0 1 C02 COS C '" with U {interior (OI)l i = 1, 2, . . .}= X. Writing G=
= Whnl(X) and G,= Whnl(X - Od, we have a sequence
G ~ - G1 ....!- G2 ..._1'. Gs +- ...
each p induced by inclusion. Recall that Whn1E'(X) = Iim! G, IS the
quotient +-
(II G,)/{(Xl-pXZ, X2-PXS , Xs -PX4, . . .)!x, E G,}.
I
Consider also
(G x II Gl )/ {( -PXl, Xl -PX2, X2 -PX3 , ... )lx, E Gd·
t
It is independent of the choice of 0 1, O2 , ... , and we call it Wh'nl(X) .
There is an obvious exact sequence as claimed for II) but with Wh'm(X)
in place of Y'b(X). So II) reduces to
THEOREM II') There is a natural isomorphism r" : Y'b(X) -+ Wh'nl(X).
Next the definition of r '. An equivalence I: X c: Y is called bumpy
if there are homotopy equivalences X, l. Y, of finite disjoint complexes
i=O, 1, 2, . .. with X,=Y, n X and Y=X u Yo U Y1 U Y2 U . . .. One can
show that each X 4 Y in Eb is a composition of bumpy equivalences
(two will do); so it suffices to define .'(lI]) for bumpy [: X 4 Y. One can
clearly arrange that X, ex -0" for i= 1,2, ... (not i=O). The Whitehead
torsion in Whnl(X,) of X, 4 Y, [4], yields by inclusion a torsion ., E
E Whn1(X - 0,) for i ;;;>1 and • E Whnl(X) for i = O. Define .'([f]) to be
the class of (T, Tl, TZ, .. . ).
Applying I) and II) one can show for example that
1) For compact X,
Y'(X) r"'J Wh(nlX) (which is Whitehead's theorem),
Y'(X x R) = kernel (j) r"'J /{onl(X), and
Y'(X x.R2) = kernel {j: /{onl(X x 8 1) -+ /{onl(X)},
For non-oompact X, Y'(X x RZ)= O.
2) If X =X1 # X 'l # Xs # ... is some infinite connected sum of mani-
folds, Y'(X) r-.J Wh'nl(X) r"'J II Whnl (X,). (This uses Wh(G * H) =
= WhG EB WhH [14].) I
3) If X' is a (topological) subdivision of X [4, p . 378], then the identity
map i: X -+ X' is a simple equivalence. (This uses note 1 on p. 3.)
4) If f: X -+ Y induces isomorphisms under Wh'nI, /{onlE and /{onI,
then by the 5-lemma, 1_ :Y'(X) ~Y'(Y). Thus Y'(X l2») r"'J Y'(X) where
X<'l) is the 2-skeleton of X.
§ 4. A cobordism (W' , V, V') between separable Hausdorff manifolds,
without boundary 1), and of finite dimension, is called a proper h-cobordism
if the inclusions V 4 Wand V' 4 Ware proper homotopy equivalences.
1) One can allow V, V' to have boundary if one insists that ()W - (int V U int V')
give a product corbodism bV to bV'.
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S-COBORDISM THEOREM III): Adopt the smooth, piecewise linear, or
topological category 01 maniiolds. Let (Wn; V, V'), n:> 6, be a proper h-
cobordism. Then W is isomorphic to V x [0, 1] (in the category) il and only il
V c: W is a simple equivalence 1). For each x E 9"( V) there exists a proper
h-cobordism (W'; V, V') such that V ~ W has class x E 9"(V). (cf. [4,
§ 11], [6].)
The vanishing of <Too(x) and Too(X) have geometrical interpretations
suggested by I) and II).
Notice that a noncompact h-cobordism (W; V, V'), in which V c: W
and V' c; Ware ordinary homotopy equivalences may well fail to be a
proper h-cobordism. For example, form W from M x [0, 1], M a contractible
open manifold, by deleting all of M x 0 except an open disc. Fortunately
the proofs of I) and III) provide criteria to decide whether (W; V, V')
is a genuine proper h-cobordism. They are discussed in § 5.
§ 5. DESCRIPTION OF PROOFS OF Il, II') AND III).
Without always giving complete proofs, which would occupy dozens
of pages, I shall describe some of the arguments and lemmas that have
an important role. Some are of interest in themselves. Theorem I) receives
most attention.
The proofs are valid whether ~ is composed of simplicial complexes
or O.W. complexes. In the case of simplicial complexes extra care is re-
quired to suitably triangulate the decomposition spaces encountered. As
these decomposition spaces always have a natural O.W. structure, the
O.W. theory is simpler. One could prove directly that, for a simplicial
complex X in ~, 9"(X) is the same for the simplicial and the O.W. theories
(by the forgetting map).
ON THEOREM I)
One has to explain first why a;;;:,1(O) is 9"b(X), not more, and second
why Image (aoo) is kernel (j), not less.
I begin with a quite geometrical proof that a;;;:,1(0) = 9"b(X) exploiting
the formula (1.1). It will take just over 4 pages.
Let I: X c; Y be an inclusion in ~. In case 1 is a proper homotopy
equivalence the homotopy extension property (applied to a proper homo-
topy of id] Y fixing X to a retraction Y -)- X) shows that for any cofinite
subcomplex Y' of Y
(<x) there is a proper homotopy of id] Y' fixing X' = y' t1 X to a map
into X' union a finite subcomplex of Y'.
Thus, a fortiori,
(fl) each cofinite complex Y' C Y is dominated fixing X' = y ' t1 X
by X' U 0 for a finite complex 0 - in the following sense: It is a retract
1) For simple homotopy type of topological manifolds see [3].
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of X' u C in the category of spaces containing X' and homotopy classes
of continuous maps fixing X'.
As soon as (fJ) holds the finiteness obstructions a(Y', X') give an in-
variant aoo(f) EO 1?onlE(Y).
We suppose for this paragraph that I: X <: Y satisfies (fJ) and aoo(f) = 0.
Modulo expansion of Y we will produce so-called side h-sections of (Y, X)
in every neighborhood of oo. (See fig. 1).
Definition: A side h-section of (Y, X) is a pair Y', B' consisting
of a cofinite subcomplex Y' of Y and a finite subcomplex B' of Y', con-
taining the frontier of Y' in Y, and such that B' u (Y' n X) <: Y' is a
homotopy equivalence (ordinary).
Example: If (0, D) is any finite pair (0 x [0, oo}, D x [0, =)) has
side h-sections near = (i.e. in every neighborhood of infinity).
Let Y' be any cofinite subcornplex of Y and let A C Y' be a finite sub-
complex containing the frontier of Y'in Y and so large that X' u A <: Y'
is a domination fixing X'. (cf. (fJ)). We have (relative) finiteness, ob-
structions a(Y', X' U A)=a(Y', X') EO KOJll(Y') [8]. Now aoo(f)=O means
a(Y', X')=O for all Y'. So a(Y', X' U A)=O and we can enlarge A to a
finite complex B, B n Y ~=B n Y' J A and extend X' U A <: Y' to a
homotopy equivalence (ordinary) g: X' U B ---+ Y'. A mapping cylinder
construction then produces Y" with Y" n Y = Y' containing X' U B so
that Y' <: Y" is a finite expansion and X' U B <: Y" is a homotopy
A I.. y'
X f \1
A
y,,{
_00
_00
Fig. 1.
Figure 1 is intended to indicate inclusions among certain subspaces of Yand Y".
Y" is a relative mapping cylinder of g (relative to X' U A C Y'). On the other hand,
Figure 180 is a picture of one genuine (nontrivial) example where Y is homeomorphic
to 8 1X [0, 00). For it, B can be formed from A by adding a cone over tho circle 8;
then Y":) B can be formed by adding to Y' a cone over the 2-disc D with boundary 8.
Figure 180 lies on the next page.
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-co
Fig. lao
equivalence. The expanded pair (Y u Y", X) now has a side h-section
y", B. (See fig. 1). Repeating this process inductively we find that after
an expansion in L has been applied to Y, the pair (Y, X) has side h-
sections near ex>.
Definition: A flat h-section of (Y, X) is a cofinite subcomplex Y'
of Y such that Y' n X c: Y' is a homotopy equivalence (ordinary).
If (Y, X) has flat h-sections near ex> , then by the above construction
after an expansion is applied to Y, there are also side h-sections near ex>.
ASSERTION: When (Y, X) has both side h-sections and flat h-sedions
near ex> it can be expressed as an inclusion in Lb followed by addition of
a finite complex.
~------ Y; --------
_co
I·
L
Fig. 2.
For this there is a straightforward argument as follows. Let Y1, BI be
a side h-section of (Y, X) and let Y2 C YI be a flat h-section, Y2 n BI=rp.
Set Xi = Yi n X and consider B I U Xl c: B I U Xl U Y2 c: YI . As the
first inclusion and the composition of both are homotopy equivalences
the second inclusion is also a homotopy equivalence. Thus there exists a
homotopy ht , 0 <; t < 1, of id] YI fixing B I U Xl U Y2 to a retraction onto
B I U Xl U Y2 • Since YI - (B I U Xl U Y 2 ) is finite we can find a finite
subcomplex WI of YI containing YI - Y2 such that setting VI = WI n Xl
and B 2 = WI n Y 2 , ht restricts to a deformation of id]W to a retraction
onto B I U VI U B2. (See fig. 2). This argument proves a useful
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LEMMA: Let MeN be a homotopy equivalence of complexes so that
N - M is finite. Then M c: N is in .Eb; equivalently there exists a finite
subcomplex J{ of N, J{::) N - M, so that J{ (') M c: J{ is a homotopy
equivalence.
Let Ya, Ba be a side h-section of (Y, X) such that Y3 C Y 2 and
Ya (') WI =4>. Set W2 = ( Y 2 - Ya) U Ba and V2= W2 (') X. Now X 2 c: W2 U
U X 2 is a homotopy equivalence since W2 U X 2 c: Y 2 and X 2 c: Y2 are
homotopy equivalences. By the lemma, V2 c: W2 becomes a homotopy
equivalence at the cost of adding to Ba (and hence to W2 and V2 ) a finite
piece of X a. (See fig. 2).
Continuing inductively we obtain cofinite subcomplexes Y1 ::) Y2 ::)
::) Y a ::) ... of Y with (') {Ynln:> I} = 4>, and finite subcomplexes B n C Yn,
n:> 1, containing the frontier of Y n, such that, setting Wn= (Yn - Yn+1) U
U En+1 and Vn = Wn (') X, we have homotopy equivalences B; U Vn U
U B n+1 c: Wn for n= 1,3,5, ... and Vn c: Wn for n~2, 4, 6, .... Then the
composition
is clearly in .Eb. Since Y is X U Y 2 union the finite complex (X - Y 2) U B 2,
the assertion is established.
Finally observe that if [: X c: Y is a homotopy equivalence (ordinary)
then Xu Y 2 c: Y is in .Eb by the lemma and so XC: Y is in .Eb •
Let [: X c: Y have side h-sections near oo, Let t be a proper homotopy
equivalence or more generally let (IX) hold for some cofinite Y' in Y.
Then after an expansion of Y, there are also flat h-sections of [: X 4 y
near oo, To prove this it will suffice to show that
(8) Alter a finite expansion 01 Y, I: X c: Y has a flat h-section, The
proof of (8) is thus the last leg of the proof that (J',~/ (0) = Y'b(X). In it
we keep the data of this paragraph.
Assertion (1). For each side h-section y', B' of (Y, X) the inclusion
X' U B' c: Y' is a proper homotopy equivalence.
Indeed using (IX) one can construct a proper deformation retraction.
It is now straightforward to prove
y G Y2;;
~X
Xo
Fig. 3.
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Ass er t i on (2) . If 1'1, Bi is a side h-secti on of (1', X) , there exists
a side h-section 1'2, B2 so near 00 t hat 1'2 C 1'l-Bl and if we set
W = (1'1- 1'2) U B 2 and V = W n X , then t here ex ists a cellular defor-
mati on retraction r: W -'>- B 1 U V such that r(B2 ) e x .
Let p : B 2 U X 2 -'>- X l be r lB2 on B 2 and the identity on X 2. Using e
t o glue 1'2 to Xl form an adjunct ion space X l U p 1'2. Let 1'2' be t he
image of 1'2 in it so t hat Xl U p Y 2= X 1 U 1'2'. Then i2' : B 1 U Xl c: B 1 U
U Xl U 1'2' is a proper homotopy equivalence.
Consider t he retract ion r': W U Xl -'>- B l U X l extending r and t he
proper homotopy equivalence i2 : W U X l c: 1' . One has
r*' [i2]= [i2 ' ] EO Y'(B1 U X l)
by the basic
LEMMA: II I: X c: Y in re gives [f] E Y'(X) and g : X --+ X' is a proper
cellular map then g*[f] is represented by X' c: X ' u g Y .
For the proof inspect the mapping cylinder of t he natural map 1' -,>-
~X' U g 1'.
Writing i1: B, U Xl c: W U Xl we have il*[i2i1] =il*[i t] + [i2] by formu-
la (1.1). Applying r*' we get
(t)
Now iz il: B: U X l c: 1'1; an d [il] + [i2 ' ] is represented by t he sum of
W U Xl and B l U X l U 1'2' with the two copies of B 1 U X l amalgamated ,
call it g: e, U X l c: Z. Now (Z, Xl) has a flat h-secti on .x, U 1'2'. we
aim t o find a flat h-secti on for (1'1, Xt} - an d hen ce for (1' , X) - after a
finite expansion of 1'1.
The equation (t) means that there ex ists a commutative square
with s, tE1: expansion s.
Every expansion is clearly a finite composition of expansions that ar e
bumpy, i.e. a pushout of a disjoint union of finite expansions. It follows
easily that one can build a flat h-section for (8, Xl ) from one of (Z, Xt),
and then a flat h-section for ( 1'1, Xl) after a finit e expansion of 1'1.
This concludes the proof of (8 ) and with it the geometrical proof that
a;/(O) = Y'b(X ).
I now outline a more algebraic proof that aoo[ f] = 0 iff [f] E Y'b(X ), valid
(it seems ) only if I:X c: l' is such that l' - X has finit e dim ension. Its
importance lies in the fact t hat it yi elds various convenient criteria lor a
proper map to be a proper homotopy equivalence. One of t hese is needed
to show (below) that Image (aoo) ::::> kernel (j) in I) .
We say I:X c: l' is a proper homotopy equivalence near 00 if there is
a proper homotopy he, 0 .;;; t « 1, of id ]l' fixing X so t hat hl( 1') lies in X
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union a compactum. Note that f: X C Y is a proper homotopy equivalence
if (and only if) it is a proper homotopy equivalence near oo and a homotopy
equivalence (ordinary).
Let f: XC Y be an inclusion in ~. We consider conditions (e.g. (nl)oo)
on 1 which in various combinations permit the construction of flat h-
sections of I. Each is easily seen to be verified if 1is a proper homotopy
equivalence near oo.
(nl)oo 1 induces a homeomorphism 01 end spaces and an equivalence 01
systems of [undamenial groups of neighborhoods 01 oc.
Although such neighborhoods are not necessarily connected this makes
sense if we define ni(A, B) = {ni(A"" A", n B)IA", a path component of A}
a collection of homotopy groups (or sets) rather than just one. Of course
base points must be chosen. And to define an induced map g*: ni(A, B) --+
--+ ni(A', B') for g: (A, B) --+ (A', B'), base paths connecting base points
must be chosen (cf. [5]).
We now set out further conditions involving a cofinite subcomplex
Y' of Y. Set X' = Y' n X; similarly X~ = Y~ n X for various signs ~,'fJ
that will appear.
(n*) There exists a cofinite Y" C Y' so that the mapn*(Y", X") --+n*(Y', X')
is zero.
Let Y' denote the universal covering of Y' and for A C Y' write A
for the part of Y' over A.
(H*) There exists a cofinite Y" C Y' so that the map H*(Y", X") --+
--+ H*(Y', X') is zero.
(He*) For the universal coefficient bundle cf. [16, § 2], cohomology with
compact support H c*( y ', X') is isomorphic to ordinary cohomology H*( y', X')
(by the lorgetlul map) -equivalently end cohomology H e*(y ', X') is zero.
(0*) For each component Y",' of Y' the chain complex O*(Y",', X",') is chain
homotopy equivalent over the group ring Z[nl Y",'] to a finitely generated
projectioe complex.
If (n*) holds for some cofinite Y' in each neighborhood of <Xl in Y we
say that (n*)oo holds. Similarly define conditions (H*)oo, (He*)oo and (0*)00.
If one of these four conditions ( )00 holds, then the condition ( ) is
easily seen to hold for every cofinite Y'. Also each of these conditions
is a proper homotopy invariant of the pair (Y, X). (0*)00, which follows
from (fJ) at beginning of § 5, suffices to define (Joo(f) in Konl E( Y).
PROPOSITION IV)
Suppose (Y, X) is a pair of locally finite O. W. complexes 1) such that Y - X
1) A similar result for (X, Y) a pair of euclidean neighborhood retracts with
Y closed in X is implied! In its statement, complements of compacta replace
cofinite subcomplexes. It is implied because (X, Y) x 81 is then proper homotopy
equivalent to a simplicial pair of finite dimension, by an argument of M. R. Mat-
her [19]. Again, note that a proper map f: A --+ B is a proper homotopy equi-
valence iff the inclusion of A into the mapping cylinder of f is one.
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has finite dimension and condition (nI)oo holds. Then XC Y is a proper
homotopy equivalence near 00 if and only if one of (n*)oo or (H*)oo or (He*)oo
& (0*)00 is verified. In particular (n*)oo ~ (H*)oo ~ (He*)oo & (0*)00 in this
situation. cf. [17].
The proof runs as follows and is reminiscent of the main theorem of [5].
The condition (nI)oo permits one to show that after an oxpansion of Y
adding cells of dimension <; 3, there exist cofinite Y' near 00 such that
X' = Y' !1 X C Y' is a I-equivalence, i.e. gives a bijection of components
and a nI-isomorphism on each component. A cofinite Y' is called a k-
section (k:>l) if also ni(Y', X')=O, i c le, Suppose that (k-I)-sections
exist near 00 and let Y' be one. If (n*)oo or (H *)00 holds, one can add
finitely many (k + 1)-cells to any (k - 1)-section Y" C Y' sufficiently near
00 getting Y", and then expand Y by adding these (k+ I)-cells and as
many spanning (k + 2)-cells to Y' making Y" a k-section of the expanded
Y. Thus after an expansion of Y adding cells of dimension <; k +2, Y has
k-sections near 00. By induction this is true for each k, Let Y' be a (k - 1)-
section produced in this way. If k is :> the original dimension of Y-X
and k:>2, then for each component Y,,' of I", H*CY,,', X,,') is isolated
in dimension k, and finitely generated projective over Z[nI Y«']. These
H *(Y,,', X,,') give the finiteness obstruction 0"( I", X') E KonI( Y'), and all
such give the invariant 0"00(/) E KonIE(Y). If it is zero H*(Y,,', X,,') can
be free and the construction of k-sections can be performed to give flat
h-sections near 00. When these exist we have shown 1) that X c: Y is
a proper homotopy equivalence near 00. This is also true (by retraction)
if X x 8 3 C Y X 8 3 is a proper homotopy equivalence near 00. But the
latter condition is verified, since 0"00(/ x (idI83) ) = 0 by a product theorem
for WALL'S obstruction [5] or the product formula in § 2.
To conclude the proof one can show that (II/)oo and (0*)00 imply (H*)oo.
The argument begins with the observation that (He*)00 means that for
each Y', lim {H*(Y", X"); Y" cofinite in Y'}=O where cohomology has
-+
the universal coefficient bundle over Y'. It is convenient to work with
chain complexes.
We can now show why Image (0"00) = Kernel (j) in I) (not less).
Let X E '?? and y E KonIE(X) be given. It is possible to form Y:J X
consisting of X with infinitely many 2-cells trivially attached and infi-
nitely many 3-cells suitably attached so that (nI)oo, (H*)oo and (0*)00
obviously hold for f: X C Y, and 0"00(/) = y. The construction resembles one
in [5, VIII]. By Proposition IV) f is a proper homotopy equivalence near 00.
Suppose now that j(y) = 0 E WhnI(X). Let Y' C Y be a cofinite sub-
complex that admits a retraction r: Y' U X -7 X. The WALL obstruction
[8] to adding a finite complex K to Y' u X and extending r to a homotopy
equivalence (K U Y' u X) -7 X is up to sign j(O"oo(/)) = O. This extension
1) It can be shown more directly by squashing flat h-sections into X working
n from infinity.
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made, one has g: X ~ K u Y' u X, a proper homotopy equivalence with
aoo([g]) = aoo(f) = y.
The outline for I) is complete.
ON THEOREM II') r': Y'b(X) /"'-' Wh'nl(X).
To check that t' is well defined look at the definition of r'[f], [: X ~ X
using a decomposition of (Y, X) illustrated in fig. 2. Note that the result
is unchanged if the blocks Wi are amalgamated into larger blocks W/.
Then show that any such decomposition gives the same result.
To show that r'[f] = °implies [f] = °it suffices to consider an t that
is a sum, with amalgamation of X, of two bumpy inclusions of X. (Use
the formula (1.1) to see this.)
In this situation the proof is most straightforward. Also it is easy to
construct such an inclusion t representing any y E Wh'nl(X).
REMARK: Inspection of the proofs of I) and II') reveals that if [f] = 0,
[: X ~ Y, and dimension of Y - X is n < 00, then there exist expansions
X ~ Z, Y ~ Z where Z-X has dimension <n+3. Roughly speaking,
the arguments for I) and II') involve a gain of 2 and 1 dimensions respec-
tively, cf. [15]. One might conjecture that dim (Z-X)< max (3, n+ 1)
can be realized, as in the finite case [15].
ON THE S-COBORDISM THEOREM III)
The handlebody theory required for this theorem has recently been
established for topological manifolds by R. KIRBY and the author [3].
Piecewise linear handlebody theory is exposed in [13]. Actually the
topological version of III) implies the smooth and PL versions by smooth-
ing or triangulating [3].
Let (Wn; V, V'), n ;» 6, be a proper h-cobordism so that aco[tJ = 0,
[: V ~ W. By dint of surgery with I-handles and 2-handles (for which
it suffices that V ~ Wand V' ~ W satisfy condition (nl)oo) one can
produce in any neighborhood of 00 a closed locally flat submanifold
WI C W with compact frontier such that VI' = WI () V' ~ WI and VI =
=bW1 - VI' ~ WI both are I-equivalences. This is the only difficult new
point in the proof. Call such a WI a I-neighborhood of 00. If in addition,
the pair (WI, VI) is k-connected, k » 2, call WI a k-neiqhborhood. A k-
neighborhood of 00 for (W'; V', V) is called a dual k-neighborhood for
(W'; V, V').
..
Fig. 4.
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Let WI be a I-neighborhood of 00. Since WI is dominated by Vl union
a compact manifold it is possible to carve from Wl (open) handles attached
along VI to produce a (n - 3)-neighborhood. The finiteness obstruction
a(WI , Vl) E KonI(WI) vanishes if and only if one can carve from WI
further open (n - 3)- and (n - 2)-handles attached along VIto produce a
(n -2)-neighborhood. For any (n-2)-neighborhood WI, VI 4 WI is a
homotopy equivalence. The proof of these statements is essentially identi-
cal to the proof of the main theorem of [5].
Note that a(WI , VI) E Kom(WI ) comes from aoo[/] , [: V 4 W; hence
small (n - 2)-neighborhoods exist.
Now Poincare duality gives H*(lf\, i\') '" Hc*(Jf\. i\). But He*(JVl ,
f\) is isomorphic to He*( WI, VI; 021) for a suitable coefficient bundle 021
(=the universal coefficient bundle) cf. [16, § 2]. Since VI 4 WI is a proper
homotopy equivalence near 00, one finds Hc*(W l , VI; 021) '" H*(W l , VI;
021), which is zero as soon as VI 4 WI is a homotopy equivalence. Hence
for each (n-2)-neighborhood WI, H*(If\, Vl')=O, so that VI' 4 WI and
VI 4 WI are both homotopy equivalences. In particular WI gives a side
h-section of (W, V) (see proof of I).
Note that a dual (n-2)-neighborhood W2 is a flat h-section of (W, V) .
The obstruction to finding small dual (n - 2)-neighborhoods is aoo[f'] ,
[': V' 4 W. But aoo[/']= aoo[f] = °for an involution bar by Poincare duality.
Hence there also exist small dual (n - 2)-neighborhoods. Imitating a con-
struction used for I) (fig. 2) we now can decompose (W; V, V') as the
composition of two 'bumpy' h-cobordisms (fig. 5).
V'
V
Fig. 5.
The rest of the proof of III) imitates corresponding parts of I) and II).
Too[f] (when defined) vanishes if and only if (W; V, V') has a neighborhood
of 00 that is a product cobordism. To see this add a compact h-cobordism
with suitable torsion [4, § 11] along V' to make T'[f]= 0. The same trick
shows that, for given V, proper h-cobordisms (W; V, V') are classified
up to isomorphism fixing V by the class of V 4 W in Y( V).
We have outlined a version of I) for proper h-cobordisms. Roughly
speaking we have adapted the easy construction of side h-sections to
provide flat h-sections by relying on Poincare duality. Alternatively one
could geometrize the construction for Proposition IV) of flat h-sections
and use duality to get side h-sections.
The conditions on (Wn; V, V'), n;;;.6, needed in the above proof are:
1) it is an ordinary h-cobordism, 2) V 4 Wand V' 4 W satisfy (nI)oo,
3) V 4 W satisfies (He*)00 and (0*)00. I first noticed Proposition IV) in this
setting.
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As an application consider an (ordinary) h-cobordism (Wll; V, V'),
n;» 6, such that 2) holds and W has one end E at which n1 is stable with
limit nl(E) ""' n1W by inclusion. These conditions hold for example if
(W; V, V')=(Wo; Yo, VO' ) X R2 for some noncompact (ordinary) h-cobor-
dism (Wo; Yo, Yo'). Now (0*) holds for W trivially. Also (He* ) holds for
W because with universal coefficients B, Hc*(W, V; B) =llc*(W, V)~
""' H*(W, V') ~o~ H*(W, V; B). But (0*) and (He*) here imply (0*)00
and (He*)00 since n1(E) ""' n1W. Hence (W; V, V') is a proper h-cobordism.
It is in fact a product because n1(E) :::::: n1W implies .51'( V) = 0 in view of 1)
and II).
CONCLUDING REMARKS: There are two central problems concerning
infinite simple homotopy types that arc unsettled.
1) Decide whether every homeomorphism at locally finite O. W. complexes is
a simple homotopy equivalence. A more general problem is to assign a
simple homotopy type to every locally compact ANR. (See [3] [18] lor
partial solutions.)
2) Determine the group structure 01 Y(X).
The exact sequence from I) and II')
a
o-* Wh' n1(X) -* Y(X) - ~ Kom E(X) --!.. Kon1(X)
solves 2) up to a group extension problem. FARRELL and WAGONER
have partially solved this extension problem by sharpening the invariant
aoo, [17]. Consider [f] E Y(X), I: XCI'. :For each cofinite 1" in l' there
is an exact sequence of abelian groups
(#) Whn1Y' -* Whn1Y -* G(n1Y' -* n1Y) -* Kon1Y' -* K on1Y
from algebraic X-theory. It even makes sense when 1" is not connected.
There is an invariant a'(f, 1") in G(n1Y' -* n11'), defined because first
I: X C F is an ordinary homotopy equivalence, second 1" C l' is cofinite,
and third a finiteness obstruction a( 1", 1" n X) can be defined. It maps
to a( 1", 1" n X) E Kon1( Y'). Passing to an inverse limit 1) over the system
of eofinite 1" one gets a group G( 1') = lim G(n11" -* n11') and an invariant
a'[f] E G( 1') ~ G(X) which maps to aoo[f] E lim Xon1( 1") ~ Jion1E(X).
This a' is a group homeomorphism Y(X) -* G(X) lifting aoo. Applying
lim to the sequence (#) one can show by an elementary argument that
a' is onto with kernel in Yb(X) isomorphic to Iim! of the system of kernels
of maps Whn1(X -X) -* WhnlX for X compact. In case WhnlX = 0 this
is exactly lim! {Whm(X -X)IX compact in X}. Hence an invariant
still sharper than a' is needed to capture all of Y (X).
lowe other mathematicians an apology for my slowness in completing
this work. It was initiated in 1966; the s-cobordism theorem was described
1) Here indicated by lim rather than lim.
+--
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at the Bonn Arbeitstagung of June 1966 in terms of t he algebraic ob-
st ru ct ions in I) and II) (although only in t he case where Wh nl has zero
attenuat ion at the ends ). Details for §§ 1 an d 2 are available as lecture
note s [7].
I am very grateful to N. H. Kuiper for taking a fri endly interest
in infinite simple homotopy types from t heir dou btful birth in 1966
(when 'respe ctable' geo metric topology was necessarly compact) as well
as for detailed cr it icism of parts of this article.
I want to thank Andrew Casson for some st imulating conversat ions ;
they made me look for the formal setting described in § 1.
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